
Exercise #1: Squats
The chair squat is an

exce llent exercise to strengthen
the quadriceps and entire leg.
It’s also a functional exercise to
he lp improve mobility. 

Begin with center of band
under feet. Grasp ends of bands
with hands by sides. Keep
tension in the band with e lbows
straight. Keeping e lbows
straight, slowly bend the knees
while leaning forward slightly at
the hips. Slowly return to starting
position. 

TIP: Keep the back straight.

Exercise #2: Toe raises
This exercise he lps

strengthen the calf muscles. It’s
also a good balance exercise.

Place the middle of the band
under the balls of both feet.
Grasp the ends of the band at
the hips. Keeping e lbows
straight, raise the hee ls as far as
possible.

Exercise #3: Gas and clutch

Begin with loop around the
foot. Bring the loop under and
around the opposite foot,
grasping the end at waist leve l.
Pull the foot upward so that toes
go up toward the sky, against
the band. Hold and slowly
return.

Exercise #4: Hamstring curls
Stabilize one end of a short

band under the foot. Loop the
other end around the opposite
ankle. Bend the knee on the
side opposite the foot with the
band under it, pulling the ankle
up against the band. Be sure to
maintain an upright trunk. Hold
and slowly return.

Exercise #5: Hip kick backs
Loop the band around the

ankle and stabilize the other end
of the band to a stationary
object near the floor. Stand with
side of nonexercising leg closer
to attachment, while facing the
attachment. Keeping the knees
straight, kick backward. Keep
the back straight and avoid
leaning or bending over. Hold
and slowly return.
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APPENDIX
Prehabilitation Training Program for Knee OA Patients Scheduled for TKA

Resistance Training Exercises
with Elastic Resistance

The exercises should be completed in the following order: 
1. Squats
2. Toe raises (plantar flexion)
3. Gas and clutch (dorsi flexion)
4. Hamstring curls
5. H ip extension (kick backs)
6. H ip abduction (side kicks)
7. Biceps curls
8. Triceps pulls
9. Chest press
10. Seated row



Exercise #6: Hip side kicks
Loop band around ankle

and stabilize the other end of
the band to a stationary object
near the floor. Stand with side of
nonexercising leg closer to the

attachment. Keeping the knees

straight, kick outward. Keep the

back straight and avoid leaning

or bending over. Hold and

slowly return.                                                    

Exercise # 7: Biceps curls
Wrap the middle of the band

around both feet and grasp

each end of the band with palms

facing forward. Start with the

arms extended at the sides.
Keep e lbows at the sides.
Keeping wrists straight, bend

e lbows, bringing the hands to
shoulders. Slowly return to the

starting position. 
TIP: Keep the back straight!

Don’t slouch or lean forward.

Exercise #8: Triceps pulls
Strengthens the triceps and

he lps rising from a chair
following TKA.

Secure ly attach one end of
the band with a door anchor or

assist device. Grasp the end of
the band and take up the slack.
Keep your elbow by your side as

you extend your e lbow. Hold
and slowly return. Keep back

straight.

Exercise #9: Chest press
The chest press

strengthens the front part
of the shoulder (de ltoid)
and upper arm (triceps)
muscles. These muscles

aid in getting in and out of
bed post-TKA surgery. 

Begin with band

wrapped around the

upper back. Grasp both
ends of band with e lbows

bent and palms facing

inward (see inset photo).
Push band forward,
extending the e lbows to
shoulder leve l. Slowly
return to starting position. 

TIP: Keep the back

and neck straight and

shoulders down. Don’t
hold your breath.

Exercise #10: Seated row

The seated row

strengthens the upper

back (lattissimus dorsi)
muscles.

Extend the legs and

wrap middle of band

around feet. Be sure band

is secure around feet and

won’t slip. Grasp both
ends of band with e lbows

straight. Pull band upward

and back, bending

e lbows. Slowly return to
starting position. 

TIP: Keep knees and

back straight. 
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Step Exercise #1: Step up, step down facing the stairs
Step up with the right leg followed by the left leg. Step down

with the right leg followed by the left leg. This is one repetition.
Repeat as designated.  

Step Exercise #2: Step up, step down with back to stairs
With back to the stairs, step up with the right leg followed by

the left leg. Step down with the right leg followed by the left leg.
This is one repetition. Repeat as designated.  

Step Exercise #3: Step up,
step down with right side
facing stairs

With right shoulder

facing the stairs, step up

with the right leg followed

by the left leg. Step down

with the left leg followed

by the right leg. This is one

repetition. Repeat as

designated.

Step Exercise #4: Step up, step down with left side facing stairs
With left shoulder facing the stairs, step up with the left leg

followed by the right leg. Step down with the right leg followed by

the left leg. This is one repetition. Repeat as designated. 
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Step Exercises
General instructions: Use the bottom step of a stairway in the

home. Use the stairway banister to maintain balance but N OT to
bear we ight. A t first, complete each of the four step exercises

slowly until comfortable with the motion.



Flexibility Exercises

Flexibility Exercise #1:  Hamstring stretch

Lie on back with leg bent 90°, hands clasped behind thigh.
Keep the opposite knee bent with foot on the floor. Straighten knee

of e levated leg as far as possible and pull toward the nose. Hold 20

to 30 seconds. Perform two repetitions. Repeat with opposite leg.

Flexibility Exercise #2: Quadriceps set
Flexibility exercise #2: Quadriceps set

Sit or lie supine with leg straight. Press the back of the knee

toward the floor. This will tighten the quadriceps muscle and move

the pate lla as shown. Hold for 10 seconds. Repeat with opposite
leg. Five repetitions on one leg, then on other leg.

Flexibility Exercise #3: Knee flexion

Sit in a chair with the foot close to base of chair. Scoot forward

toward edge of the cha ir as far as possib le to bend the knee .
Keep ing foot flat on the floor, pull the foot back under the chair.
Ho ld for 2 0 seconds. Perform two repe titions. Repeat with
opposite leg.

Flexibility Exercise #4: Knee extension stretch

Sit with leg propped as shown. Straighten the knee of the

propped leg as far as possible. Hold for 20 to 30 seconds, two

repetitions. Repeat with opposite leg.

Flexibility Exercise #5: Hip stretch

Sit in a chair with knees bent as shown. Flex hip to lift foot off
floor and pull thigh to chest (do not use the hands), while increasing

knee flexion. Hold one to two seconds. Repeat 20 times. Repeat
with opposite leg.

Flexibility Exercise #6: 

Calf stretch

Position body in front of a
wall, as shown with left leg,
about 2 ft from the wall. Place

right leg about 1 ft behind left
foot. Point toes directly toward

wall and keep the hee ls down

on the floor. Lean into wall as

shown. Hold for 20 seconds.
Perform two repetitions.
Repeat with opposite leg.
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